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New year, new look
Redesigned entrance highlights summer changes
By Andrew Neel
News Editor
The class of 2011 doesn’t
know what they’re missing
As freshmen descend
upon Taylor for the start of
the fall semester, they are
entering a campus which
underwent several major
changes during the summer.
But unless the new students are well-versed in Taylor’s history, they may not realize what is new, such as the
entrance, and what is gone,
like “The Hurl.”
The work on the entrance
this summer included removing the white concrete
block sign and replacing it
with brick signs and a structure which includes directions for visitors.
Taylor President Eugene
Habecker said the old sign
was a gift from his 1968
graduating class and the university was in dire need of a
refurbished entrance.
“If you go into a community where there’s a new development, one of the first
things the developer put in
is an entrance. That entrance
portends what the potential
homebuyer can expect in
terms of what lies beyond
the entrance,” Habecker
said. “And if you looked at
our old entrance, it didn’t
portend very much.”
The design of the new entrance draws visitors' eyes
to the Rice Bell Tower and
its twin towers of faith and
knowledge, Habecker said.
“The intent was to basically have a great first impression … to say, ‘There’s more
behind here. When you go
through those gates, when
you go through that entrance, you’re going to have
an experience that’s going to
change your life,’ ” Habecker
said. “That’s the kind of lift
we hoped for.”
The new entrance graces
a campus that spent almost
20 years under the watchful

gaze of “The Hurl,” a large
black sculpture that rested
between Samuel Morris Hall
and the student union.
Workers removed “The
Hurl” because its condition
had deteriorated from when
Taylor acquired the 10,000pound sculpture from the
1988 Sculpture Chicago Project, said Ron Sutherland,
Taylor's vice president for
business and finance.
“The Hurl’s condition
and location wasn’t right,”
Sutherland said. “The minute you move it, it was going
to fall apart, so the decision
was made to remove it.”
Other changes from this
summer included renovating Wengatz Hall, carpeting
the second floor of Zodervan
Library and adding a parking lot near Helena Memorial Hall.
Workers also built a sidewalk from the bell tower to

Hodson Dining Commons.
Future plans involve adding benches and lights to the
walkway, Sutherland said.
In addition, Habecker’s
classmate Wes Rediger is
spearheading fundraising efforts for a phase two project
for the new entrance.
Future changes include
constructing a two-lane highway by the entrance, adding
a reflecting pool and running
the power lines underground
to add to the entrance’s aesthetic appeal.
The project’s second phase
will approach the $500,000
spent on this summer’s construction, Rediger said, but
the cost is worth it.
“The same things that [are]
true of our homes [are] true
of this,” Rediger said. “We
take care to fix up the front
entrance of our homes because it makes a statement
about what’s inside.”

Photos provided by Jim Garringer and by Timmy Huynh

(Top left): The old Taylor sign is removed during summer work on the entrance. (Top right): The work
on the new Taylor entrance was completed about a week ago. (Above): "The Hurl" was removed this
summer after occupying the space near Sammy Morris Hall since 1988 when Art Professor Craige Moore
brought the 10,000-pound sculpture to campus after seeing it in the Sculpture Chicago Project.

Class of 2011 finds community in Facebook
By Kim Rupp
Associate Editor

“Hello. I met you on Facebook.”
Some may find this greeting an impersonal way to
form relationships, but the
Taylor University Class of
2011 hopes this t-shirt slogan
is the start to four years of
making lifelong friends.
The 320 members of the
“Taylor University: Class of
2011” Facebook group have
experienced just what the
Facebook website boasts: “a
social utility that connects
people with friends and others who work, study and live
around them.”
The
Facebook
group,
which began as eight individuals from the Southern
Atlantic States seeking to
connect with other students,
has evolved to include photos, discussion boards and
class announcements. Students even voted to choose
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The freshmen class t-shirts display the unique brand of community they fostered before setting foot on
campus. The Class of 2011 Facebook group curently has 320 members.

the class t-shirt design. The
front of the “I met you on
Facebook” t-shirt declares
its wearers are “Facebook
friends forever.”
“I’ve been able to form
great friendships from this
group,” said Emily Moore,
one of the group’s founders.
“We’ve found community
in one another. Taylor is all

about community, and we
represent that.”
The vigor of the freshman
class has also made waves in
the Taylor admissions office.
“They already created an
identity of a class together,”
said Dusty Di Santo, coordinator of off-campus recruitment.
The group’s discussion

board allows students to express their opinions about
more than 70 different topics,
ranging from what kind of
computer to bring and which
Ivanhoe’s flavor is best to
sharing prayer requests and
summer plans.
One topic on the board
asks the freshmen why they
chose Taylor.

“The big kicker for me was
when I attended chapel the
first time I visited," Andrew
Jones wrote. “I almost had
to stand because there were
hardly any open seats. To see
the whole school praising
God at chapel, when it was
not required to attend, was
really impressive. I believe
it speaks volumes about the
community at Taylor.”
But reasons for choosing
Taylor vary for each student.
One freshman wrote of her
attraction to Taylor’s commitment to higher learning.
“Even though I had been
looking at Christian schools
before that, none of them
were quite as persistent in
emphasizing the Christian
aspect of the school as Taylor
was,” said the post of the student, who chose not to reveal
her name.
Overall, students seem excited about beginning their
college years at Taylor. But

some write frankly about the
difficulty of leaving home
and forging life in a new
place.
Bethany Jones shared her
feelings under the discussion topic “Overwhelmed or
Pumped?”
“I think it’s natural to cling
to what is familiar and safe,
but God has swung the balance on my feelings about
college from reluctance and
fear to excitement,” she said.
“I know I’m not really prepared for it or anything, but
I’m excited to be going.”
Still, Moore believes the
class is ready for Taylor.
“If I would describe our
class in one word, it would
be enthusiastic,” she said.
“Enthusiastic to be at Taylor,
to grow in our faith, to start
ministries, to influence Taylor and to have Taylor influence us.
“I'm just so excited. I can't
wait.“
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Shaya explains SBP
Excerpts from the first of The
Echo's bi-weekly interviews
with Student Body President
Tamara Shaya.
What does the SBP do,
anyway? ...
The student body president
basically provides leadership … through making relationships with the student
body …
The main thing is to support you guys, not only the
student leaders we have on
campus, but also to represent
the diversity that we have.
For instance, my cabinet, I’ll
meet with them every other
week, as well as I have to
meet with administrators …
Then there are different
things that God’s given me
a passion for, such as the
World Religions Week we’re
having (in) September …
We’re going to bring in a
speaker who is going to be
talking about Islam and different things that we can do
to reach Muslims …
I have a special interest in
minorities because I’m a minority …
Tell me about the atmosphere of all the student
leaders coming together (on
Tuesday's Leadership Day).

It was an amazing day. We
had a lot of great speakers,
Brenda Bertrand who came
last year and spoke for chapel. … Any student leader
was there.
Brenda talked a lot about
servant leadership … I think
that term is tossed around a
lot on Taylor’s campus. She
talked about how we need
to … get down humbly and
serve …
I kept hearing the word
vulnerability (from students)
… I’ve been guilty of putting
up this mask, and it’s so unfortunate that we do that do
ourselves …
If this vulnerability took
hold, what changes do you
envision? ...
I’m not expecting people to
get up in front of the university and be like, “Here’s my
sin.” …
When someone is really
honest, people learn from
that person … I think our
campus could completely
change if people could take
off these masks saying “I
have to be perfect” … Christ
accepts us already, so we
don’t have to be perfect.
-By Josh Kennedy and Chrissie Thompson
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Entertain your mind & tastebuds

By Josh Kennedy
Features Editor
Taylor University is in the
middle of nowhere.
To a high schooler, Taylor
might look like fields of grass,
dormitories of pretty girls or
a magical encompassing road
that determines the romantic
fate for those who dare tread
upon its paved surface.
But to Taylor students, the
university becomes a bustling
metropolis in the center of recreational bliss - if they use
their imaginations.
Entertainment options begin just down
the street, at the Circle
K gas station formerly
and
affectionately
known as “Handy
Andy,” or for those
with large vocabularies, “Handrew Andrew.” The location
boasts extra large sodas/pops for only 69
cents, along with pizzas, breadsticks, candy,
iTunes cards, nail clippers
and anything else your heart
may desire.
If you’re churnin’ for some
chow, then sophomore Jake
Long recommends Bosco
Sticks from the Upland BP.
“Bosco Sticks hit the spot every time,” he said, “and they’re
cheaper than the breadsticks

from Hands Ands.”
Students do venture beyond
Upland to take their palettes
on a tour and show them the
town. Those who don’t mind
leaving tips after meals enjoy
trips to Marion to visit Steak
’n Shake, or journey to Muncie to dine at IHOP, Texas
Roadhouse, Johnny Carino’s,
and more.
Although fine dining forms
a large part of Taylor’s offcampus entertainment activi-

Joining the family
Student shares campus facts of life
By Steve
Etheridge
Guest Coloumnist
In case you missed orientation, you have not met your
PA, and you're skipping all
of the Welcome Weekend festivities, let me be the first to
say, “Welcome to Taylor. ”
As a returning sophomore,
I feel obligated to share some
insights I learned my first
year so you guys will not get
upset and cry or anything
like that.
Since you have now left
the house, it is time to forget
about all of your old family
and friends. They are dead to
you. Your new brothers and
sisters are your wing / floormates.
If you want to gain acceptance from your new siblings
right away, try these ideas:
1. Start playing Frisbee. It is
a safe bet you can obtain instant “dude” status by being
proficient with a disc.
2. If you are a girl, you may
want to try reading "Redeeming Love" or drinking expen-

sive coffee.
3. If none of these things
work, go outside at 2 a.m.
dressed in a black trench
coat with a plastic light saber. Trust me, you will make
friends.

It is a safe
bet that you
can obtain
instant "dude"
status by
being proficient
with a disc.
As far as new parents go,
plenty of ladies work around
campus who are just gushing with maternal instinct. It
may take a few weeks, but
you will soon have an alternative mom.

If you are looking for a new
dad, the tall, punctual bell
tower gazes over everyone
who walks across campus,
giving it that overly protective father feel. And if you
miss your pet, Taylor has
free-roaming dogs that are
almost disease-free. You will
forget ol’ Rover in a heartbeat.
Another challenge you
may face at Taylor is figuring out stuff to do. Believe
it or not, you will only visit
Ivanhoe's occasionally. But
fear not, because Upland
also has a train depot, three
gas stations, two banks, a
post office, Dollar $mart, the
secret underground tunnels,
T.O.P.P.I.T., three churches,
Craig & Friends, road kill,
a car wash, the new health
center, the Avis building, a
blinking yellow light and a
graveyard.
Boredom? What’s that?
I know life will seem awkward at first. But give it a
month, and I promise you
will be a frolf-ing, Polar Pop
drinking, Blue Like Jazz-ing

integrator
pizza!
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Taylor has freeroaming dogs
that are almost
disease-free.
To answer one last question I’m sure you all have,
we are having chicken for
dinner tonight.
Yes, I know we had chicken last night, but you have
to trust me on this one.
If you freshman have any
other questions, feel free to
ask them at the appropriate time, which is Tuesday
mornings in New Student
Orientation.
Steve Etheridge is a sophomore living on Penthouse.
He regrets that Ivanhoe's is
"not quite Taylor's Honker
Burger."

ties, it’s not the only option for
someone seeking to get away
from dorm life. Animal lovers
have a chance to feed and pet
their fellow mammals at the
Gas City Petting Zoo, on the
outskirts of town.
“I went there a couple times
last year,” said sophomore
Kristi Kanas. “There are a lot
of dirty animals.”
The petting zoo offers bags
of animal chow for only 50
cents each, while the adjoining

park contains jungle gyms
and swing sets to appease the
basic
thrill rider, as well as
benches and fields of grass for
romping.
Students not looking for
drool covered hands or the
feeling of the wind in their
hair as they swing might simply go for a walk. Upland’s
friendly community is perfect for a morning jog, an afternoon stroll or a midnight
amble. The quiet streets welcome to anxious feet looking
for some asphalt to tread.
Some students have a daring
edge, though, and walking
just isn’t their style. Students
on campus have gone to serious lengths to get their fills
of excitement.
The towns surrounding
Taylor provide daring adventures for those unafraid
to spend a little dough.
Sophomore Ben Blake uses
shopping as a strategy to
defeat boredom. “Sometimes when I get bored, I
thoroughly enjoy a trip to
the Muncie Goodwill in order to look at plaid and corduroy suits,” he said. “They’ve
got a good deal - and good
deal more.”
If you’re up to the adventure
of leaving campus, there are a
plethora of options for you
and your colleagues to experience. Get out there. You’re in
the middle of nowhere.

Another set
of opinions
By Amy Watkins
Opinions Editor
This week means new
beginnings for all of us
at
Taylor
University.
For some, it is the beginning of a college career. For
others, it is the beginning
of living in a new dorm
or with a new roommate.
For me, it is the beginning of editing the Opinions page for The Echo.
But I'm not the only change
hitting the page this year.
Starting next week, we will
begin publishing an Echo
editorial on this page. This
bi-weekly feature will present the opinion of the Echo
staff on a particular issue
that is relevant to the campus community. The writers of these editorials will
vary, but the editorial board
will agree on the content at
our weekly staff meetings.
You don't have to be a
columnist or staff member
to have your opinions appear on this page. Anyone,
even parents, can write let-

ters to the editor of less than
400 wrods, sending them to
echo@taylor.edu by 3 p.m.
on Wednesdays. Feel free to
come up with your own topic
or respond to another article.
We cannot print every article, so give your letter a
better chance of appearing
in The Echo by clearly stating an opinion backed by
evidence, not in the form of
a simple rant or advertisement. We try to print as many
of these letters as possible, so
we may edit them for length.
By bringing together the
opinions of students, faculty, and staff members
on Taylor's campus, we
hope to produce meaningful dialogue that will contribute to the educational
and social experience here.
Honest debate and truthseeking are essential for a
successful college career.
I hope this year's Opinions page will benefit
each of you as you grow
in life and in your faith.
It's time for Taylor to
know what you think.

EDITORIAL

Our view: Be crazy - but use 'moderation in all things.'
Every freshman hopes to
build memories: Road trips
to an IHOP in Canada. Mud
wrestling on a rainy Friday.
Sleepovers with members
packed tighter than sardines
on the bedroom floor.
But before you decide
to sleep ten hours total
this week watching every
season of “Grey's Anatomy” with your newfound
friends, heed the words of
an ancient sage:
“Moderation
in
all
things.”
Although Aristotle died
more than 2,300 years ago,
his suggestion for finding
balance in life still applies
today.

Don't think so? Try finding
something in your everyday
life that doesn't need a little
more balance.
Why play Guitar Hero for
seven hours a day when two
will do just fine?
If you haven't slept in more
than four days, don't you
think it might be time for a
power nap?
When you know more
about Lindsay Lohan then
you know about your roommate, shouldn't you try talking to the person you'll live
with for nine months?
It's true: Crazy times will
form most of your lasting
college memories.
But skip class every sunny

Features & Opinions

day to play three rounds of
Frisbee golf, and you'll only
have one year of college to
remember.
Why not invest enough

A fine
line exists
between
crazy fun
and total
chaos.

time in studying to ensure
you'll have four years of crazy Taylor fun?
After all, moderation isn't
synonymous with boredom.
A person who studies 12
hours a day needs to relax
just as much as a person who
has a level 60 account on
World of Warcraft needs to
hit the books.
Enjoyment of life and balance in life can go hand-inhand, as long as your enjoyment is mixed with a certain
level of discernment. A fine
line exists between crazy fun
and total chaos.
So go ahead: Shave your
head on a dare. Plan a trip to
Amarillo, Texas, and try to

eat the 72-ounce steak at
Big Texan Steak Ranch.
Camp out in the residence hall lounge during
March Madness. Be intentional about making the
memories you've always
wanted.
But before saying “yes”
the next time you receive
an invitation to spend the
weekend watching the first
three seasons of “24,”ask
yourself: What would Aristotle do?
Echo editorials will appear
biweekly on the Opinons
page. Give us your feedback
at echo@taylor.edu.

ed·i·to·ri·al n.

(ěd’ĭ-tôr’ē-əl, -tōr’-)
"An article in a
publication
expressing the
opinion of its
editors or
publishers."
-The American
Heritage Dictionary
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'Rush Hour 3' lowers gross national IQ
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
Getting stuck in a third
“Rush Hour” is just as annoying as it sounds.
This third installment in the
franchise represents the definition of unnecessary – except that Chris Tucker probably needed the money.
“Rush Hour 3” sees Chief
Inspector Lee (Jackie Chan)
and his shrieking sidekick
Detective James Carter (Chris
Tucker) on another wacky
adventure, but this time they
have to go to Paris! And they
enlist the help of a really pretty lady! And, whoa … is that
Inspector Lee’s long-lost evil
half-brother? But he knows
Lee’s weaknesses!
Honestly, the film itself
wasn’t nearly as impressive
as the marketing. Somehow
the trailers and hype actually
convinced audiences “Rush
Hour 3” had some new content, since the film made over
$50 million in its opening
weekend. In reality, the new
film gets most of its plot from
a combination of the first
two, resulting in unsurprising characterizations.
Chris Tucker’s Detective
Carter is nearly as annoying
as ever. His voice – a combination of Jar Jar Binks and a
velociraptor going through

Photo courtesy of rottentomatoes.com

In "Rush Hour 3," Chris Tucker and Jackie Chan are dispatched to protect a French woman withintimate knowedge of the Triads, an international crime organization. It recieved a PG-13 rating for sequences of action violence, sexual content, nudity and language.

puberty – does let up a few
times, but those mostly involve flirtatious encounters
with ladies, making for a different kind of excruciating.
Chan’s Inspector Lee continues to do well as the straight

man of the pair, working
double-duty as he solves the
case and babysits Carter. But
that’s just the problem: He
plays the same role he has in
practically every American
film he’s appeared in since

“Shanghai Noon.”
The
film’s
supporting
characters are adequate, but
transparently
one-dimensional. Audiences knew the
obligatory traitor of the film
from his introduction, due

to the lack of subtlety in the
script and the casting of the
character. Lee’s villainous
half-brother Kenji has even
less depth than the villains in
the last two films – quite an
accomplishment. Writers ap-

parently based his character
on a kung-fu robot.
With all its flaws, Rush
Hour 3 does not make for
the biggest disappointment
of the summer. That honor
goes to “Spider-Man 3.” The
difference is that creators of
“Spider-Man 2” gave audiences a fantastically crafted
movie, and “Rush Hour
2” served up 90 minutes of
cheap thrills. Anyone who
saw and enjoyed those 90
minutes certainly wouldn’t
mind another dosage.
The action in “Rush Hour
3,” although derivative, does
entertain. Each fight scene
gets its own gimmick – an
unnaturally tall opponent,
a battle on the Eiffel Tower,
etc. – and the strategy mostly
works. Detective Carter actually knows some martial arts
this time around, making his
character feel slightly useful
(until the fighting stops and
he starts talking again).
Overall, “Rush Hour 3” represents another set of cheap
thrills that aims low and hits
the mark perfectly. Still, the
film feels slapped together
and completely unoriginal.
Judging from the final product, its production can be
summed up with one theme:
good enough.
Movie Rating: 4 out of 10

A guide to buying your movie tickets
By Josh Porter
A&E Editor
Every film at the theater
costs the same – even the
bad ones. So why do so
many people walk into a film
knowing nothing about it?
“Rush Hour 3” exists
because millions of people flocked to “Rush Hour
2.” Just think about that.
Assuming every ticket cost
$10 and everyone saw it only
once, that means about 22.6
million people saw “Rush
Hour 2” in theaters alone. As
I recall, most of the people
who saw it were unsatisfied.
That’s a lot of wasted time
and money.
Most people who saw
“Rush Hour 2” probably
shelled out money for it
because they saw lots of
trailers for it. People assume
a film that can afford lots
of advertising must be a
good film. The more money
poured into a film, the better
it must be, right? Let’s ask
the makers of last summer’s
“Poseidon.” It was made for
$160 million and grossed $60
million – and it got mostly
horrible reviews.
Then there’s the people
who see a film for its lead
actor/actress. This makes
absolutely no sense. Such
mindsets made “Titanic”
the top-grossing movie of
all time at $1.8 billion worldwide.
"Titanic" wasn’t relatable. It
didn’t have a winning script,
and viewers saw very little
jaw-dropping action. Just
Leonardo DiCaprio. And
DiCaprio, combined with an
overdramatic Celine Dion
song, was enough to compel
tens of millions of swooning
teenage girls to see it dozens
of times.
People need to realize if a
film has really good reviews,
chances are they will like it.
Critics aren’t an organized
cult bent on making your
film experience miserable.
They’re people, and they
tend to think like people.
When a film gets a good
overall rating on Rotten
Tomatoes, it’s probably not a
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Critics aren't
an organized cult
bent on making
your film experience miserable.
They're people.
coincidence.
Even more importantly, if
reviewers give a movie a bad
rating, don't see it. Unless
about 20 of your friends tell
you otherwise, the movie
probably stinks, and you'll
most likely wish you'd spent
that seven dollars on Arby's.
When in doubt, look for
a specific publication or
Web site whose reviews you
almost always agree with.
Online publications tend
to be more reliable. Major
newspapers and magazines

will sometimes review films
based on shock value or
extreme cynicism, whereas
online reviewers seem more
willing to speak their mind
as human beings.
One site I've found helpful is www.comingsoon.net.
The reviews themselves are
clear and concise, and they
tend to focus on the positive aspects of each film they
cover.
They also recognize that
some films – such as “300”
or “Snakes on a Plane”
– may polarize people. In

these cases, Coming Soon
posts multiple reviews by
different writers.
The simple fact is most
people walk into films totally blind. In other words,
most people just don't get
enough information before
going to a movie. A trailer
during a commercial break
isn't enough, nor is the opinion of an unreliable friend.
How many times have you
told people a film looks good
based on a movie poster or
second-hand knowledge?
That's not to say you should

How many
times have you
told people
a film 'looks
good' based on
a movie poster?
go through a rigorous binge
of research for every movie
you want to see. All it takes is
a minute or two online to get
the general idea. Watching a
full trailer on apple.com will
tell you immediately if the
story piques your interest,
and reviewers will tell you
if it's actually good.

The most important thing
about this additional research
is not avioding one bad
movie. In a broader sense,
our informed decisions tell
Hollywood what America's
standards are. Bad movies
make most fo their money
because of ignorance. If audiences are better informed
and don't go to films like
"Resident Evil: Apocalypse,"
Hollywood won't be encouraged to make "Resident Evil:
Extinction," which incidentally comes out Sep. 21. But
don't see it.
If we all agree not to settle
for a mediocre film experience, everybody wins. The
public gets better movies,
and filmmakers get to take
real pride in their work. And
no more "Rush Hour."
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Teams get an early start
Pre-season conditioning already underway
By Steve Conn
Staff Writer
To a casual sports fan, the
season begins with the first
game. But athletes know the
real season begins earlier
than that. Much earlier.
Whether they anticipate
preseason conditioning or
dread it, every athlete knows
off-season workouts and extra practices give a team the
competitive edge it needs
during the regular season.
At the collegiate level, this
means arriving on campus
up to three weeks before
classes begin in order to
practice two, three or even
four times a day.
Football Head Coach James
Bell believes one of the most
important pre-season goals is
conditioning, but he says preseason preparation is about
more than just football.
“Preseason activities serve
to develop players off the
field, as well as on it,” Bell
said. He touts “team building sessions,” or team gatherings where players discuss
topics “other than football,”
like family, faith and goals.
“The meetings help the
team to grow in spirit and in
maturity, as well as in body,”
Bell said.
While football players have
called Taylor home since

August 12, the Trojan cross
county team spent all last
week at a Michigan conditioning camp.
“We run twice a day and
then we hang out,” sophomore Michael Pabody said.
“It’s sweet.”
Pabody estimated the team
ran 80 miles during their one
week at camp. Wednesday’s
practice was relatively lighter
with a “short” six mile run.
“It’s tough, but I love to
compete,” Pabody said.
Pabody also runs track and
said he benefits from the
summer conditioning even
into the spring.
For some athletes, the season begins before they leave
home. Dara Syswerda, women’s tennis coach, says she
expects team members to
meet rigorous conditioning
standards on their first day.
“Players who don’t prepare
and condition in the summer
are a step behind, she said.
Early conditioning allows
the team to move on to spend
practices on activities such as
this week’s challenge matches, in which players compete
against each other for rank.
Off-season
conditioning
also gives the team time together off the court. Syswerda said she gives each player
the chance to give a “presentation about herself,” asking

Photo by Timmy Huynh

Freshman Nahum Masimer prepares to deliver a big hit during Wednesday afternoon's cut drills. The Trojans had already been
through one practice earlier in the day.

open-ended questions like,
“How would you compare
your relationship with the
Lord to something else?”
Incoming freshmen find
multiple-practice days part

of the adjustment of beginning college as an athlete.
Freshman Eric Skala, a
men’s tennis player, said
Taylor practices demand
more from him than his high

school practices had.
“Doing triples (three practices in one day) is a new
experience,” he said. “It’s intimidating at first, but now I
love the team.”

But his extra two weeks
on campus have made Skala
anxious for a change of pace.
“I’m looking forward to
school starting,” he said.

Trojans hope to build on winning tradition
By Russell Balikian
Sports Editor
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Junior Ellen Koch and senior Sarah Shinham compete for the
ball. The Lady Trojans are looking to improve upon last year's
3-9-1 record.

Those who believe small
schools produce poor athletic teams do not know about
Taylor University.
This season, the Trojan athletic squads aim to build on
an ever-expanding tradition
of success that dates back
several decades. Last season
alone provided several major
additions to the Trojan athletic legacy, including Lolly
York’s fourth-place finish in
the NAIA Women’s Cross
Country National Championships, the golf team’s 10thplace finish at the Region VIII
Championship Tournament
and the women’s basketball
team’s advancement to the

third round of the NAIA
Division II National Tournament.
Athletic Director David Bireline said Taylor's success
doesn't surprise him.
“It really comes down to
people in our athletic department,” he said. “Taylor has
had very high caliber coach-

"It really comes
down to people...
committed to and
passionate about
their sports."
-David Bireline-

Head-to-head with Marc Cattrell
Full name: Marc Allen Cattrell
Class: Freshman
Sport: Football
Age: 18 Birthday: Dec. 13, 1988
Birthplace: Westerville, Ohio (outside Columbus)
Residence hall: Samuel Morris Hall
Greatest sports accomplishments: Played three years of varsity
football at the highest level in Ohio; all-district in football.
Advice: Remember the compliments you receive and
forget the insults.
Pet peeve: Someone running water while I’m in the shower and
dropping the water pressure or changing the temperature.
Hidden talent: I like to think I can sing.
Favorite food: Chinese
Favorite quote: “You have to work hard to get anywhere in this
life. Now quiet, they’re about to announce the lottery number.”
– Homer Simpson
Favorite band/singer: John Mayer
Music currently in your car’s CD player: Well, I can’t have a car
here, so I’m not sure.
Greatest fear: Really deep water.
Most desired superpower: To be really, really fast.
Stupid human tricks: I have eaten a Chipotle burrito in one
minute and 15 seconds.
Favorite drink: In season: Gatorade. Out of season: Coca-Cola.
Favorite TV show: “The Office” (American version).
The Taylor student body should know... The Sultan of Brunei
is named Kebawah Duli Yang Maha Mulia Paduka Seri Baginda
Sultan Haji Hassanal Bolkiah Al-Mu’izzaddin Waddaulah ibni
Almarhum Sultan Omar Ali Saifuddien Sa’adul Khairi Waddien.
Dream Car: 2007 Ford GT 500, white with blue racing stripes.
Favorite Cartoon: "Family Guy"

Sports

"I have eaten a Chipotle burrito
in one minute and 15 seconds."

es and athletes who have
been committed to and passionate about their sports.
When you have that, the size
of your school doesn’t make
a difference in how successful you are.”
But Taylor athletics are not
perfect. The football team’s
one win in the past two
years and the women’s soccer team’s 3-9-1 record last
season give the Trojans room
for improvement this year.
Small School, Big Success
Other recent additions to
Taylor’s list of athletic successes include Men’s Basketball Coach Paul Patterson’s
600th win in 2005 – a milestone that only three other
coaches in NAIA history
have realized – and the Trojan baseball team’s winningest season in the history
of the school: a 33-22 record
in 2006.
According to Sports Information Director Ted Bowers,
Taylor’s success has not come
easily. “The Mid-Central
Conference has consistently
been one of the top five conferences in the country, and
the Mid-States Football Association is strong,” he said.
“The level of competition is
high.”
But Taylor athletes have
risen to the challenge. Since
2000, the NAIA has nominated Taylor students to
All-American teams over 60
times, not including honorable mentions.
Beyond the Wins
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Editor's note: This is the first in a series of athlete
profiles. These profiles are strictly for
entertainment; they are not awards.

Although Taylor’s successes in the athletic arena prove
important to the fabric of
Trojan athletic tradition, they
do not wholly define it.
“The Taylor athletic tradition certainly encompasses
the physical competition,
but it also includes developing the athletes’ minds and

spirits,” Bireline said.
The athletic department’s
mission
statement
says
sports are just one part of the
“whole-person educational
process” – a fact which Bowers said is evident everywhere he looks.
“One of my favorite aspects of Taylor athletics is
that you often can’t pick out
the athletes from the nonathletes in day-to-day situations,” he said. “You’ll find
athletes doing well in the
classroom and involved in
all sorts of leadership positions around campus – PAs,
DAs, everything.”

Trojan Sports
(Home games in bold)

Soccer
(Men)

Upcoming games:
4 p.m. Fri. at Judson Tourn.
12 p.m. Sat. at Judson Tourn.

Tennis

(Men and Women)

Upcoming matches:
3:00 p.m. Thurs. vs. Ind. Tech

Volleyball

Upcoming matches:
3:00 p.m. Fri. at UM-Dearborn Tourn.
7:45 p.m. Fri. at UM-Dearborn Tourn.
TBD Sat. at UM-Dearborn
Tourn.
TBD Sat. at UM-Dearbon
Tourn.
7:00 Tues. vs. St. Joseph's

